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ABSTRACT
A mobile sensor network is a wireless network of sensor nodes that move arbitrarily. In this
paper, we explore the use of a maximum stability spanning tree-based data gathering
(Max.Stability-DG) algorithm and a minimum-distance spanning tree-based data gathering
(MST-DG) algorithm for mobile sensor networks. We analyze the impact of these two
algorithms on the node failure times, specifically with respect to the node lifetime (the time of
first node failure) and network lifetime (the time of disconnection of the network of live sensor
nodes due to one or more node failures). Both the Max.Stability-DG and MST-DG algorithms
are based on a greedy strategy of determining a data gathering tree when one is needed and
using that tree as long as it exists. The Max.Stability-DG algorithm assumes the availability of
the complete knowledge of future topology changes and determines a data gathering tree whose
corresponding spanning tree would exist for the longest time since the current time instant;
whereas, the MST-DG algorithm determines a data gathering tree whose corresponding
spanning tree is the minimum distance tree at the current time instant. We observe a node
lifetime – network lifetime tradeoff: the Max.Stability-DG trees incur a lower node lifetime due
to repeated use of a data gathering tree for a longer time; on the other hand, the Max.StabilityDG trees incur a longer network lifetime.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A mobile sensor network is a dynamically changing wireless distributed system of arbitrarily
moving sensor nodes that operate under limited battery charge, memory and processing capacity.
The common objective of many of the data gathering algorithms for the static sensor networks
has been to conserve energy and maximize the node lifetime and network lifetime. In this context,
in a recent research [5], we evaluated the performance of the data gathering algorithms based on
different communication topologies and observed the minimum distance-spanning tree based data
gathering (MST-DG) trees to be the most energy-efficient. However, with mobility, the network
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topology changes dynamically with time and thus, there is a need to determine stable data
gathering trees that do not break frequently.
In the first half of the paper, we describe our benchmarking algorithm for maximum stability data
gathering (Max.Stability-DG) in mobile sensor networks such that the number of tree discoveries
is the global minimum. Given the complete knowledge of the future topology changes, the
Max.Stability-DG algorithm operates based on the following greedy principle: Whenever a data
gathering tree is required at time instant t, choose the longest-living data gathering tree from t.
The above strategy is repeated over the duration of the data gathering session. The sequence of
such longest-living data gathering trees incurs the minimum number of tree discoveries. The
worst-case run-time complexity of the Max.Stability-DG tree algorithm is O(n2Tlogn) and
O(n3Tlogn) when operated under sufficient-energy and energy-constrained scenarios respectively,
where n is the number of nodes in the network and T is the total number of rounds of data
gathering; O(n2logn) is the worst-case run-time complexity of the minimum-weight spanning tree
algorithm (we use Prim’s algorithm [6]) used to determine the underlying spanning trees from
which the data gathering trees are derived. A similar approach is adopted to determine the
sequence of MST-DG trees – with the only difference being that the underlying spanning tree is a
minimum distance spanning tree determined based on the local network topology and not at the
future topology changes.
In the second half of the paper, we conduct an exhaustive simulation study of the Max.StabilityDG trees vs. the MST-DG trees and analyze their impact on the node lifetime, network lifetime
and coverage loss time. To the best of our knowledge, we could not find any such comprehensive
analysis of two data gathering strategies for mobile sensor networks and also with respect to the
node failure times beyond the first node failure. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the algorithms to determine the Max.Stability-DG trees and MST-DG trees.
Section 3 presents the simulation environment used and introduces the performance metrics.
Section 4 describes the simulation results observed for the node and network lifetime. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. DATA GATHERING ALGORITHMS BASED ON MAXIMUM STABILITY
MINIMUM DISTANCE SPANNING TREES

AND

The Max.Stability-DG algorithm is based on a greedy look-ahead principle and the intersection
strategy of static graphs. When a mobile data gathering tree is required at a sampling time instant
ti, the strategy is to find a mobile graph G(i, j) = Gi ∩ Gi+1 ∩ … Gj such that there exists a
spanning tree in G(i, j) and no spanning tree exists in G(i, j+1) = Gi ∩ Gi+1 ∩ … Gj ∩ Gj+1. We
find such an epoch ti, …, tj as follows: Once a mobile graph G(i, j) is constructed with the edges
assigned the weights corresponding to the geometric mean of the weights in the constituent static
graphs Gi, Gi+1, …, Gj, we run the Prim’s minimum-weight spanning tree algorithm on the mobile
graph G(i, j). If G(i, j) is connected, we will be able to find a spanning tree in it. We repeat the
above procedure until we reach a mobile graph G(i, j+1) in which no spanning tree exists and
there existed a spanning tree in G(i, j). It implies that a spanning tree basically existed in each of
the static graphs Gi, Gi+1, ..., Gj and we refer to it as the mobile spanning tree for the time instants
ti, …, tj. To obtain the corresponding mobile data gathering tree, we choose an arbitrary root node
for this mobile spanning tree and run the Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm on it starting from
the root node. The direction of the edges in the spanning tree and the parent-child relationships
are set as we traverse its vertices using BFS. The resulting mobile data gathering tree with the
chosen root node (as the leader node) is used for every round of data gathering spanning time
instants ti, …, tj. We then set i = j+1 and repeat the above procedure to find a mobile spanning
tree and its corresponding mobile data gathering tree that exists for the maximum amount of time
since tj+1. We repeat this procedure to obtain a sequence of such maximum lifetime (i.e., longestliving) mobile data gathering trees over the timescale of the data gathering session. While
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operating the algorithm under energy-constrained scenarios, one or more sensor nodes may die
due to exhaustion of battery charge even though the underlying spanning tree may topologically
exist. For example, if we have determined a data gathering tree spanning across time instants ti to
tj using the above approach, and we come across a time instant tk (i ≤ k ≤ j) at which a node in the
tree fails, we simply restart the Max.Stability-DG algorithm starting from time instant tk
considering only the live sensor nodes (i.e., the sensor nodes that have positive available energy)
and determine the longest-living data gathering tree that spans all the live sensor nodes since tk.
We compare the performance of the Max.Stability-DG trees with that of the minimum-distance
spanning tree based data gathering (MST-DG) trees. The sequence of MST-DG trees for the
duration of the data gathering session is generated as follows: If a MST-DG tree is not known for
a particular round, we run the Prim’s minimum-weight spanning tree algorithm on the static graph
representing the snapshot of the network topology generated at the time instant corresponding to
the round. Since the weights of the edges in a static graph represent the physical Euclidean
distance between the constituent end nodes of the edges, the Prim’s algorithm will return the
minimum-distance spanning tree on the static graph. We then choose an arbitrary root node and
run the Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm starting from this node. The MST-DG tree is the
rooted form of the minimum-distance spanning tree with the chosen root node as the leader node.
We continue to use the MST-DG tree as long as it exists. The leader node of the MST-DG tree
remains the same until the tree breaks due to node mobility or node failures. When the MST-DG
tree ceases to exist for a round, we repeat the above procedure. In a recent work [5], we have
observed the minimum-distance spanning tree-based data gathering trees to be the most energyefficient communication topology for data gathering in static sensor networks.

3. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
The simulations are conducted in a discrete-event simulator developed (in Java) by us exclusively
for data gathering in mobile sensor networks. The MAC (medium access control) layer is
assumed to be collision-free and considered an ideal channel without any interference. Sensor
nodes are assumed to be both TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) and CDMA (Code
Division Multiple Access)-enabled [11]. The network dimension is 100m x 100m. The number of
nodes in the network is 100 and initially, the nodes are uniform-randomly distributed throughout
the network. The sink is located at (50, 300), outside the network field. For a given simulation
run, the transmission range per sensor node is fixed and is the same across all nodes. The network
density is varied by varying the transmission range per sensor node of 25m (representative of
moderate density, with connectivity of 97% and above) and 40m (high density, with 100%
connectivity).
Each node is supplied with limited initial energy (2 J per node) and the simulations are conducted
until the network of live sensor nodes gets disconnected due to the failures of one or more nodes.
The energy consumption model used is a first order radio model [12] that has been also used in
several of the well-known previous work (e.g., [1][2]) in the literature. According to this model,
the energy expended by a radio to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry is Eelec = 50 nJ/bit and

∈amp = 100 pJ/bit/m2 for the transmitter amplifier. The radios are turned off when a node wants
to avoid receiving unintended transmissions. The energy lost in transmitting a k-bit message over
a distance d is given by: ETX (k, d) = Eelec* k + ∈amp *k* d2. The energy lost to receive a k-bit
message is: ERX (k) = Eelec* k.
We conduct constant-bit rate data gathering at the rate of 4 rounds per second (one round for
every 0.25 seconds). The size of the data packet is 2000 bits; the size of the control messages
used for tree discoveries is assumed to be 400 bits. We assume that a tree discovery requires
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network-wide flooding of the 400-bit control messages such that each sensor node will broadcast
the message exactly once in its neighborhood. As a result, each sensor node will lose energy to
transmit the 400-bit message over its entire transmission range and receive the message from each
of its neighbor nodes. The node mobility model used is the well-known Random Waypoint
mobility model [13] with the maximum node velocity (vmax) being 3 m/s, 10 m/s and 20 m/s
representing scenarios of low, moderate and high mobility respectively.
We generated 200 mobility profiles of the network for a total duration of 6000 seconds, for every
combination of vmax and the number of static nodes. Every data point in the results presented in
Figures 1 through 4 is averaged over these 200 mobility profiles. The performance metrics
measured in the simulations are: (i) Node Lifetime – measured as the time of first node failure
due to exhaustion of battery charge. (ii) Network Lifetime – measured as the time of
disconnection of the network of live sensor nodes, while the network would have stayed
connected if all the nodes were alive at that time instant.
We obtain the distribution of node failures as follows: The probability for ‘x’ number of node
failures (x from ranging from 1 to 100 as we have a total of 100 nodes in our network for all the
simulations) for a given combination of the operating conditions is measured as the number of
mobility profile files that reported x number of node failures divided by 200, which is the total
number of mobility profiles used for every combination of maximum node velocity and number
of static nodes. Similarly, we keep track of the time at which ‘x’ (x ranging from 1 to 100)
number of node failures occurred in each of the 200 mobility profiles for a given combination of
operating conditions and the values for the time of node failures reported in Figures 3 and 4 are
an average of these data collected over all the mobility profile files.

4. NODE LIFETIME AND NETWORK LIFETIME
We observe a tradeoff between node lifetime and network lifetime for maximum stability vs.
minimum-distance spanning tree based data gathering in mobile sensor networks. The MST-DG
trees incur larger node lifetimes for all the 48 operating combinations of maximum node velocity,
number of static nodes and transmission range per node. The Max.Stability-DG trees incur larger
network lifetime for most of the operating conditions. The lower node lifetime incurred with the
Max.Stability-DG trees is attributed to the unfairness in node usage resulting due to the continued
use of stable data gathering trees for a longer time and to the approach of not changing the leader
node and the intermediate aggregator nodes as long as a tree exists (such an approach is adopted
to reduce the overall message complexity and network-wide energy consumption). Max.StabilityDG trees incur a significant increase in node lifetime, with increase in the maximum node
velocity, especially when operated in moderate transmission ranges per node. The percentage
increase in node lifetime for the MST-DG trees with increase in node mobility is relatively much
lower.

vmax = 3 m/s

vmax = 10 m/s

vmax = 20 m/s

Figure 1: Average Node and Network Lifetime (Transmission Range = 25 m)

The node lifetime incurred for the MST-DG trees can be larger than that of the Max.Stability-DG
trees by as large as 400% at low and moderate levels of node mobility and by as large as 135% at
higher levels of node mobility. For a given level of node mobility, the difference in the node
lifetimes incurred for the MST-DG trees and Max.Stability-DG trees increases with increase in
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the transmission range per node (for a fixed number of static nodes) and either remains the same
or slightly increases with increase in the number of static nodes (for a fixed transmission range
per node). At larger transmission ranges per node, the data gathering trees are bound to be more
stable, and the negative impact of this on node lifetime is significantly felt in the case of the
Max.Stability-DG trees.

vmax = 3 m/s

vmax = 10 m/s

vmax = 20 m/s

Figure 2: Average Node and Network Lifetime (Transmission Range = 40 m)

The difference in the network lifetime incurred for the Max.Stability-DG trees and that of the
MST-DG trees increases with increase in the maximum node velocity and transmission range per
node. We observe the network lifetime incurred with the two data gathering trees increases with
increase in the number of static nodes for a given value of vmax and transmission range per node.
For a given level of node mobility, the network lifetime increases with increase in transmission
range per node; however, for the MST-DG trees, the rate of increase decreases with increase in
the maximum node velocity. This could be attributed to the relative instability of the MST-DG
trees at high node mobility levels, requiring frequent tree reconfigurations. During a networkwide flooding, all nodes in the network tend to lose energy, almost equally. The Max.StabilityDG trees maintain a steady increase in the network lifetime with increase in transmission range
per node for all levels of node mobility. For a given transmission range per node and number of
static nodes, the network lifetime incurred for the two data gathering trees decreases with increase
in the maximum node velocity, especially for the MST-DG trees due to their instability.

Trans. Range: 25 m, 0 static nodes

Trans. Range: 25 m, 80 static nodes

Trans. Range: 40 m, 0 static nodes

Trans. Range: 40 m, 80 static nodes

Figure 3: Node Failure Times and Probability of Node Failures [vmax = 3 m/s]

For a given transmission range per node, the maximum increase in the absolute time of node
failures occurs at low node mobility, due to fewer number of energy consuming network-wide
flooding based tree discoveries. Since all nodes are likely to lose the same amount of energy with
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flooding, the more we conduct flooding, the larger is the network-wide energy consumption.
Even though operating the network at moderate and high levels of node mobility helps us to
extend the time of first node failure, the subsequent node failures occur too soon after the first
node failure. This could be justified with the observation of flat curves for the MST-DG trees
with respect to the distribution of node failure times (in Figures 3 and 4).
The Max.Stability-DG trees compensate for the premature failures of certain nodes by incurring a
lower energy loss per round and energy loss per node due to lower tree discoveries and shorter
tree height with more even distribution of the number of child nodes per intermediate node. The
distribution of node failure times is relatively steeper for the Max.Stability-DG trees. Aided with
node mobility, it is possible for certain energy-rich nodes (that might have been leaf nodes in an
earlier data gathering tree) to keep the network connected for a longer time by serving as
intermediate nodes, and the energy-deficient nodes serve as leaf nodes during the later rounds.

Trans. Range: 25 m, 0 static nodes

Trans. Range: 25 m, 80 static nodes

Trans. Range: 40 m, 0 static nodes

Trans. Range: 40 m, 80 static nodes

Figure 4: Node Failure Times and Probability of Node Failures [vmax = 20 m/s]

We observe a lower probability of node failure observed for the Max.Stability-DG trees in
comparison to the MST-DG trees when there are 0 static nodes. With the use of static nodes, even
though the absolute magnitude of the network lifetime can be marginally increased (by about 1070%; the increase is larger at moderate transmission range per node and larger values of vmax), the
probability of node failures to occur also increases. For a given transmission range per node and
maximum node velocity, we observe the difference between the node lifetime and network
lifetime for the Max.Stability-DG trees to increase significantly with increase in the number of
static nodes. For a given level of node mobility, we observe the difference in the node lifetime
and network lifetime for the Max.Stability-DG trees to increase with increase in the transmission
range per node. Relatively, the MST-DG trees incur a very minimal increase in the network
lifetime compared to the node lifetime, especially when operated at higher levels of node
mobility.
One can also observe from Figures 3 and 4 that the number of node failures that require for the
node failure time incurred with the Max.Stability-DG trees to exceed that of the node failure time
incurred with the MST-DG trees decreases with increase in maximum node mobility. This could
be attributed to the premature very early node failure occurring for the Max.Stability-DG trees
when operated under low node mobility scenarios, with the time of first node failure for the MST-
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DG tree being as large as 400% more than the time of first node failure for the Max.Stability-DG
tree. On the other hand, at high levels of node mobility, the time of first node failure incurred with
the MST-DG trees is at most 100% larger than that of the Max.Stability-DG trees. At the same
time, the probability for node failures to occur with the Max.Stability-DG trees converges to that
of the MST-DG trees when operated at higher levels of node mobility as well as with larger
transmission ranges per node. For a given vmax and transmission range per node, the number of
node failures required for the failure times incurred with the Max.Stability-DG trees exceeds that
of the MST-DG trees with increase in the number of static nodes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We observe a node lifetime – network lifetime tradeoff for data gathering in mobile sensor
networks. The minimum-distance spanning trees incur a significantly longer node lifetime that is
as large as 400% compared to the maximum stability-based data gathering (Max.Stability-DG)
trees. On the other hand, the Max.Stability-DG trees incur a longer network lifetime that can be as
large as 60% more compared to the MST-DG trees. The MST-DG trees suffer from an avalanche
of node failures after the first node failure due to the larger but equal, energy consumption of
nodes across the network. As a result, even though the time of first node failure is prolonged, the
subsequent node failures happen quickly. The Max.Stability-DG trees, with the tendency to use a
tree as long as it exists, burn out the energy supplies at selected nodes; but, the variations in node
usage help to increase the time between successive node failures. As part of future work, we will
investigate whether energy-aware stability-based data gathering can prolong the time of first node
failure.
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